INTRODUCTION
============

Mitochondria are believed to share a common ancestor with α-proteobacteria ([@gks424-B1]). Mitochondria contain their own small genomes (mtDNA, around 16 000 bp in mammals), but rely on the nuclear genome to encode ∼99% of their proteins. Many of these proteins\' genes are thought to have migrated from the mitochondrial to the nuclear genome in the distant past.

The process of inserting mtDNA into the nuclear genome continues to this day. Starting with the discovery of mtDNA-like sequences in the mouse nuclear genome ([@gks424-B2]), so-called Nuclear MiTochondrial sequences (NUMTs) have been found in a wide variety of Eukaryotic organisms ([@gks424-B3],[@gks424-B4]).

The usual mechanism of NUMT insertion appears to be non-homologous end joining repair ([@gks424-B5; @gks424-B6; @gks424-B7]). mtDNA fragments are inserted and joined with nuclear DNA ends during nuclear double-strand break (DSB) repair. However the sequence characteristics (if any) of NUMT producing DSB sites is less clear.

Several studies have investigated general features of NUMT insertion sites. Ricchetti *et al.* ([@gks424-B8]) identified human NUMTs with BLASTN and claimed that human NUMTs preferentially insert into introns (rather than intergenic regions) of the genome, while Mishmar *et al.* ([@gks424-B9]) showed evidence that NUMTs tend to have low to moderate G+C content in their 100bp flanks (e.g. insert into L1--H1 isochores) and occur in areas which tend to have a different G+C content than their surroundings. Examining yeast NUMTs, Lenglez *et al.* ([@gks424-B10]) suggested they are associated with DNA replication origins (ORIs), due to the fragility of ORIs caused by the pausing of replication forks.

Several early studies hinted at a possible relationship between NUMTs and retrotransposons. Farrelly and Butow ([@gks424-B11]) found a yeast NUMT that in some strains is neighbored by a tandem pair of transposable (Ty) elements, Tsuzuki *et al.* ([@gks424-B12]) found two human NUMTs flanked by repetitive elements, Zullo *et al.* ([@gks424-B13]) found two rat NUMTs near a LINE element, and Ossorio *et al.* ([@gks424-B14]) found a NUMT flanked by direct or inverted repeats in the protist *Toxoplasma gondii*. Willet-Brozick *et al.* ([@gks424-B15]) described an individual human NUMT (not fixed in the general population) incorporated into a reciprocal translocation through a double-stranded break, in which one original breakpoint occurred in the 3′-end of an *Alu* repeat element and the other within an L1 repeat element.

Unfortunately, more systematic investigations have produced diverse and sometimes contradictory findings. Blanchard *et al.* ([@gks424-B16]) found only a couple of yeast NUMTs with flanking transposable elements, whose presence they attributed to chance. Mishmar *et al.* ([@gks424-B9]) analyzed 247 computationally (BLAST) identified human NUMTs and concluded that repetitive elements, especially LINEs and *Alu*\'s are significantly enriched in NUMT flanks. In another BLAST-based computational study, Gherman *et al.* ([@gks424-B3]) found repetitive elements to be under-represented in NUMT flanks, although they suggested this might be due to inaccurate NUMT boundary estimation. Qu *et al.* ([@gks424-B17]) also estimated the repetitive element content of the flanks of computationally identified human NUMTs, but did not draw any conclusion regarding their frequency. Jensen-Seaman *et al.* ([@gks424-B18]) claimed that repetitive elements are under-represented in human, but not chimpanzee, NUMTs.

As for the region of the mtDNA contributing to NUMTs, Mourier *et al.* ([@gks424-B19]) observed a deficiency of NUMTs from the mtDNA D-loop region, but attributed that to the difficultly of detecting NUMTs from this rapidly evolving region. Indeed most studies conclude that the mitochondrial source DNA and nuclear insertion sites of NUMTs are both randomly chosen ([@gks424-B20],[@gks424-B21]).

In this study, we aimed to clear up the inconsistencies reported in the literature, by using careful methodology. Surprisingly, we not only succeeded in doing this, but also discovered completely new characteristics of NUMT insertion sites.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Sequence data
-------------

We downloaded the nuclear genomes of human (hg18), rhesus (rheMac2), mouse (mm9) and rat (rn4), and the mitochondrial genomes of human (hg18), chimpanzee (panTro2), orangutan (ponAbe2), mouse (mm9), rat (rn4) and opossum (monDom5) from the UCSC web site. In addition, we obtained the mitochondrial genomes of rhesus (NC_005943), gorilla (NC_001645), gibbon (NC_002082), squirrel monkey (NC_012775), guinea pig (NC_000884), squirrel (NC_002369), rabbit (NC_001913) and hedgehog (NC_002080) from the NCBI Genome database.

NUMT detection
--------------

### Alignment software

We used the LAST ([@gks424-B22]) program to perform local sequence alignment. We used LAST because BLAST cannot compute the *E*-values for the scoring system we used, and the *E*-value calculation of LAST is more accurate than BLAST (which assumes a 25% background probability for each base).

### Substitution and gap scoring scheme

The best methodology for delineating NUMTs in nuclear genomes has not been carefully examined. In most previous studies, BLAST was used with its default settings ([@gks424-B3],[@gks424-B8],[@gks424-B9],[@gks424-B17; @gks424-B18; @gks424-B19; @gks424-B20; @gks424-B21]). The default score matrix for DNA in BLAST is +1 for all matches, −3 for all mismatches, 1 for gap-open penalty and 1 for gap-extension penalty. Unfortunately, this scoring scheme is tuned for 99% identity alignments ([@gks424-B23]), rather than the low identity expected when aligning older NUMTs to mtDNA. Instead, we used the scoring scheme of +1 for matches, −1 for mismatches, 7 for gap-open penalty and 1 for gap-extension penalty, which is suitable for detecting distant homology ([@gks424-B24]).

### Repeat masking

Repetitive and low complexity regions are not modeled by the BLAST statistics ([@gks424-B25]) (also used in LAST) and may sometimes achieve apparently significant *E*-value scores by chance. We therefore masked such regions in both the mitochondrial and nuclear genome with the recently developed repeat masking software `tantan` ([@gks424-B26]). We used so-called 'soft-masking' in which repetitive regions are disallowed as match 'seeds', but can be included in alignments during the final extension phase.

### Sequence similarity E-value threshold

We empirically determined an E-value threshold which is as aggressive as possible, while still maintaining a low risk of producing false positives. To test the risk of false positives, we prepared two kinds of decoy tests. Reversed mitochondrial genomeRandom nuclear pseudo-genome

The reversed genome was obtained by simply reversing (but not complementing) the mitochondrial genome for each species (human, rhesus monkey, mouse and rat) examined. Since DNA sequences do not evolve by simple reversal, any match between this query and the nuclear genome can be considered to be spurious. The minimum *E*-value observed in this test was 2.23.

We produced nuclear pseudo-genomes by generating 1000 random sequences, each of the same length as the real genome. We used a first-order Markov model for this in order to retain the approximate dinucleotide content of the real genome. For each species, we queried the real mitochondrial genome against each of the 1000 nuclear pseudo-genomes. The minimum *E*-value obtained was 0.0912.

Considering these results and our desire to be conservative, we concluded that 10^−3^ should be a safe threshold, with very little risk of false positives. In fact, when we matched the real mitochondrial and nuclear genomes, we observed no hits with an *E*-value between 10^−3^ and 10^−4^, so even the worst *E*-value in our NUMTs set should be considered highly significant.

### Treatment of circular mitochondrial genome

Since mtDNA is circular, we concatenated two linearized mtDNA sequences together, so that standard sequence comparison methods could be used without risk of losing hits due to boundary effects.

### Detection of nuclear duplication of NUMTs

Some matches between the mitochondrial and nuclear genome are not the direct product of a NUMT insertion, but result from subsequent duplication in the nucleus. To investigate this, we divided the hits into two classes: those which can be unambiguously labeled as original NUMTs and those which may be the product of nuclear duplications. We performed this classification by comparing 200 bp flanking sequence similarities (cut-off \>90%) and crosschecking the Segmental duplication (SD) database ([@gks424-B27]). Unfortunately, there is no assembly for mouse (mm9) available in the SD, so we looked for duplicated NUMTs ourselves. First, we extracted the 400 bp sequence obtained by concatenating the 200 bp upstream and downstream flanks of each NUMT; then, we aligned each pair of these and considered any pair with \>90% identity as the likely product of a nuclear duplication event.

### Consolidation of co-linear matches

As a final step, we chained together co-linear NUMT fragments which appeared to originate from a single NUMT consequently separated by insertions or deletions in the nuclear genome. Recall that we used LAST to compute matches of local similarity between the nuclear and mitochondrial genomes. To handle nuclear deletions, we considered mitochondrially co-linear matches separated by no more than 200 bp of mtDNA to be mitochondrially contiguous. To model insertions in the nuclear genome, we merged any mitochondrially contiguous matches within 10 kb. We tuned the values 200 bp and 10 kb empirically, based on manual inspection of several dozen matches.

NUMT insertion age estimation by phylogenetic analysis
------------------------------------------------------

For reference, we first computed a phylogenetic tree of the mitochondrial genomes, and then one additional tree for each NUMT.

To handle the circular mitochondrial genomes, we converted each mitochondrial genome to a single linear sequence starting at the D-loop origin. Next, we multiply aligned these sequences with ClustalW version 2.0.11 ([@gks424-B28]) and computed rooted phylogenetic trees with the RETREE program of Phylip version 3.68 ([@gks424-B29]). As expected, the obtained tree topology matched the known phylogenetic relationships of the organisms involved.

We computed a tree for each NUMT in a similar way; the NUMT sequence was multiply aligned (ClustalW) to the mitochondrial region of each species corresponding to where it matched the human mitochondrial genome, followed by phylogenetic tree inference with Phylip. All tree computations were bootstrapped 1000 times. Finally, we estimated the insertion age of each NUMT by manual inspection of its tree. For insertion age, we adopted seven periods defined by common ancestor divergence of a species with human: (o) before mouse (outgroup), (a) after mouse and before rhesus monkey, (b) after rhesus and before gibbon, (c) after gibbon and before orangutan, (d) after orangutan and before gorilla, (e) after gorilla and before chimpanzee and, (f) after chimpanzee ([Supplementary Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr424/DC1)). Although we included squirrel monkey mtDNA in the phylogenetic trees, we did not define an 'after squirrel monkey and before rhesus' age. This is because we found it difficult to validate that age by multiple alignment (see 'Results' section, age estimation verification).

Detection limit of short, old NUMTs
-----------------------------------

We conducted two tests to estimate the detection limit of our methodology. In one test, we simulated short NUMTs by randomly extracting substrings of NUMTs of lengths 50--1000 in increments of 50. For this analysis, we used human NUMTs from age (a), because this age is relatively old and contains NUMTs of various lengths. For each simulated short NUMT length *l*, we randomly selected a real NUMT (of length \>*l*) and a length *l* segment of that NUMT. We then blanked out the remainder of that NUMT with `n`\'s, and ran LAST. We repeated this 10 000 times to estimated the detection false-negative rate.

In another test, we randomly extracted 100 segments of length 100, 150, 200 and 500 bp from the mouse mtDNA D-loop region, randomly planted them somewhere in the human genome, and then searched for them with LAST as we did for real NUMTs.

NUMT insertion frequency in particular genomic contexts
-------------------------------------------------------

### Repetitive elements

From the UCSC web site, we downloaded the position of repetitive elements as defined by `RepeatMasker` and `Tandem Repeats Finder`, and used this information to compute the frequency of repetitive elements in NUMT flanks up to length 5000 bp. Note that unlike the analysis performed by Jensen-Seaman *et al.* ([@gks424-B18]), our computation does not involve 'windows' (see Discussion section). For each flank position (say 5 bp from the NUMT edge), we simply compute the fraction of NUMT flanks for which that position is found within a repetitive element. We also performed a control experiment using randomly generated pseudo-NUMTs.

### Oligomer frequency

We computed the fraction of 10 bp NUMT flanks which contain each possible length 2--6 oligomer (corresponding to 9--5 possible starting points). For a background probability *p*, we also computed the fraction for all length 10 bp windows in the overall nuclear genome. We evaluated significance using a binomial test with *p* as the probability of success.

### DNA bendability and curvature prediction in NUMT flanks

We extracted 200 bp NUMT flanks (upstream 100 bp + downstream 100 bp) and calculated bendability and curvature scores of the flanks with the bendability/curvature predictor 'bend.it' ([@gks424-B30]) (<http://hydra.icgeb.trieste.it/dna/bend_it.html>).

### Open chromatin regions

To test whether NUMT insertion sites correlate with open chromatin regions, we downloaded open chromatin data defined by DNase-seq ([@gks424-B31]), and FAIRE-seq data produced with the FAIRE ([@gks424-B31]) protocol, from the UCSC web site and used the coordinates to compute the fraction of NUMT flanks annotated as open chromatin regions.

### Correlation amongst NUMT insertion site features

*A+T oligomers versus retrotransposons*. When visualizing the occurrence of A+T-rich oligomers in NUMTs, we noticed an apparent weak correlation with the presence of retrotransposons ([Supplementary Figure S12](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr424/DC1)). Thus we used a Fisher\'s exact test to examine the correlation between the presence of retrotransposons and A+T-only *k*-mers for *k* = 2--6, in NUMT flanks of lengths {10, 50, 100, 200, 300, 400 and 500}bp. Only one combination, 6-mer with 300 bp flanks yielded a significant *P*-value (0.0258) and considering multi-testing effects, we do not regard this observation as statistically significant.*DNA bendability/curvature versus oligomers*. To examine the relationship between NUMT flank oligomer frequency and predicted DNA curvature, we randomly chose 5000 sequences of length of 200 bp from the human nuclear genome and computed their DNA curvature scores. Then, we paired each NUMT flank with the sequence from this random sample with the closest curvature score---thus obtaining a random sample of nuclear DNA, under the constraint that the sample and NUMT flanks have a similar distribution of curvature scores. Finally, using this curvature normalized sample for oligomer background probabilities, we computed binomial test *P*-values for biased oligomer frequency ([Supplementary Table S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr424/DC1)).*Open chromatin regions vs DNA bendability/curvature*. To examine the correlation of open chromatin and highly curved DNA regions, we cross-checked the highly curved background DNA collected from the above analysis with open chromatin regions and computed *P*-values by binomial test.*Retrotransposons versus open chromatin regions*. To investigate whether retrotransposons and open chromatin regions co-occur at NUMT insertion sites, we calculated *P*-values with Fisher\'s exact test. For this calculation, we counted the number of NUMTs flanked by retrotransposons within +100/−100 bp and the number of NUMTs embedded in open chromatin regions.

RESULTS
=======

NUMT dataset
------------

Applying the sequence similarity search and post-processing procedure described in 'Materials and Methods' section to the genomes of human, rhesus monkey, mouse and rat, we obtained 724, 742, 162 and 97 NUMTs, covering 632,224, 622,584, 71,794 and 30,762 bp, respectively. The human and mouse datasets are given in tab separated field format in the [supplementary material files](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr424/DC1) `hg18-numts.tsv` and `mm9-numts.tsv` and the others are available upon request. To investigate the effect of alignment scoring parameters, we also computed NUMT datasets using the default BLAST alignment scoring parameters, yielding 391, 363, 93 and 34 NUMTs covering 483 689, 464 916, 48 709, and 6347 bp in the four species, respectively.

Statistical characteristics of NUMT insertion sites
---------------------------------------------------

Using our non-duplicated human NUMT set (610 loci), we investigated several genome features which we thought might correlate with NUMT insertion events.

### Retrotransposons are highly enriched in NUMT flanks

We used the output of `RepeatMasker` and `Tandem Repeats Finder` to investigate the frequency of various categories of repetitive elements. In direct contradiction to some recent reports ([@gks424-B3],[@gks424-B18]) (see 'Discussion' section), we found a high density of retrotransposons in the flanking regions of human, rhesus, mouse and rat NUMTs ([Figure 1](#gks424-F1){ref-type="fig"}A). More specifically, the fraction of bases masked as retrotransposons in the length 1000 bp genomic regions flanking NUMTs is much greater than the overall genome average: human 89.3% versus 40.6%, rhesus monkey 87.9% versus 39.8%, mouse 90.4% versus 37.8% and rat 82.85% versus 35.4%. This over-representation is statistically significant (binomial test, *P*-value \< 0.001) in all species. We also checked if one particular class of retrotransposon (SINE, LINE or LTR) is especially over-represented, but this was not the case (results not shown). Finally, we checked the frequency of tandem repeats, which were not significantly over-represented (*P*-value ∼ 0.59). Figure 1.Features of NUMT insertion sites in the nuclear genome. (**A**) The proportion of NUMT flank bases covered by retrotransposons at each distance from 1 to 5000 bp is shown. (**B**) The relative ratio of 3--6 bp A+T-only oligomers in NUMT flanks is shown. The horizontal axis gives the position relative to the inferred NUMT boundary. The vertical axis gives the ratio of A+T-only oligomers centered at each flank position relative to the overall genome average. (**C**) Additional observations and discussion regarding NUMT insertion sites is depicted. We observe that the immediate flanking region of NUMTs tend to have A+T rich oligomers, high predicted DNA bendability and curvature and occur in open chromatin regions. From the enrichment of retrotransposons seen in (A) and other circumstantial evidence we speculate that L1 endonuclease nicking may have mediated many NUMT insertion events in primates.

### Position and orientation of NUMT associated retrotransposons

We investigated the position and orientation of retrotransposons in or near NUMTs. Amongs human NUMTs acquired in recent evolutionary history, we found only 10 NUMTs inserted within a retrotransposon, but 547 NUMTs with at least one retrotransposon in one or both of their 1000 bp flanks. The 3′--5′-orientation of the retrotransposons (toward or away from their neighboring NUMT) was approximately equal (600 versus 587).

### A+T-rich oligomers are enriched in NUMT flanks

[Figure 1](#gks424-F1){ref-type="fig"}B shows an elevated frequency of A+T oligomers in human NUMT flanks and the bordering NUMT regions. Using the procedure described in 'Materials and Methods' section, we tested the statistical enrichment of length 2--6 oligomers in NUMT flanks; for human, rhesus, mouse and rat NUMTs. In the first 10 bp of NUMT flanks, each species showed a significant enrichment of A+T dinucleotides (AA, AT, TA and TT); human: *p* ≈ 0.00069, rhesus: *p* ∼ 0.0021, mouse: *p*∼0.0030 and rat: *p* ∼ 0.0032. As can be seen in [Table 1](#gks424-T1){ref-type="table"}, the most significant oligomers of length 3--6 are also A + T rich, with `TAT` attaining a *P*-value of 2.0 × 10^−15^. `TTTTAA`, the consensus oligomer recognized by L1-endonuclease (L1-EN), was also significantly enriched (*P*-value ∼ 0.00139). Table 1.Oligomers enriched in NUMT flanks*P*-value in each speciesOligomerHumanRhesusMouseRat`TAT`**[2.0×10^−15^]{.ul}[5.8×10^−8^]{.ul}9.2×10^−6^**0.11797`TAC`0.028226.1×10^−4^3.8×10^−4^**0.00130**`TATA`**1.4×10^−11^8.1×10^−7^3.2×10^−4^**0.02857`AAAC`0.014850.003033.6×10^−4^**8.0×10^−4^**`TATAT`**1.7×10^−6^**1.3×10^−6^0.001680.08631`ATTAT`9.6×10^−4^**7.9×10^−8^**0.034830.04502`AAACT`0.083770.03268**[7.2×10^−6^]{.ul}**0.05856`AAAAC`0.003570.003260.00619**4.7×10^−4^**`TATATA`**4.2×10^−4^**3.6×10^−6^0.067070.13717`ATTATT`0.00370**7.9×10^−8^**0.023200.00689`AAACTT`0.024360.09466**1.1×10^−4^**0.07799`AATTTA`0.004060.143690.02235**[4.4×10^−4^]{.ul}**`TTTTAA`0.001390.007220.210790.01762[^1]

One might consider the possibility that this is an artifact of poorly determined flank boundaries (i.e. hypothesize that we are accidentally treating mtDNA-derived DNA as flanks), but since human nuclear DNA has a higher A+T content (59.1%) than mtDNA (55.5%), we can safely rule out this possibility.

We also looked for statistically significant co-occurrence of oligomer pairs, but did not find any.

### NUMT insertion sites typically have high DNA curvature and/or bendability

It is well known that A-tracts can cause bending in DNA ([@gks424-B33]), and it is thought that such bending plays important roles in several biological processes (e.g. gene regulation, packaging and DNA replication) ([@gks424-B34],[@gks424-B35]). In light of our observation that NUMT flanks are rich in A+T oligomers, we decided to investigate the predicted DNA bendability and curvature of approximately reconstructed pre-NUMT insertion sequences, obtained by concatenating the upstream and downstream flanks of each NUMT (see 'Materials and Methods' section for details). As shown in [Figure 2](#gks424-F2){ref-type="fig"}A and B, for all the organisms tested (human, rhesus, mouse and rat), the inferred NUMT insertion position is usually a local maximum of predicted curvature. A similar trend is seen for predicted bendability as well ([Supplementary Figure S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr424/DC1)), although the NUMTs which contribute to the high average bendability are not always the same ones which contribute to the high average curvature ([Supplementary Figure S4](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr424/DC1)). Figure 2.Predicted DNA curvature in NUMT flanks. (**A**) The horizontal axis gives the distance from the inferred NUMT insertion site. The vertical axis gives the fraction of human NUMTs which attain a local maximum (within the 20 bp window shown) in predicted DNA curvature. (**B**) The score distribution of DNA curvature in concatenated NUMT flanks is shown. The vertical bars represent standard error. Clear peaks of curvature are observed at inferred NUMT insertion sites. Distributions of experimentally identified open chromatin regions with DNase-seq (**C**) and FAIRE-seq (**D**) in NUMT flanks. (C,D): The horizontal axis shows the distance from the inferred NUMT insertion sites. The vertical axis shows the fraction of human NUMTs which have open chromatin at each position.

To see whether the over-representation of A+T rich oligomers in NUMTs flanks can be explained as a result of some selection for highly curved DNA, we computed the statistical over-representation of 10 bp NUMT flank oligomers against a background of 10 bp genomic regions chosen to have a similar distribution of predicted DNA curvature scores. However, use of this curvature score normalized background did not change the results dramatically ([Supplementary Table S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr424/DC1)).

### NUMT insertion sites prefer open chromatin regions

Open chromatin regions are segments of the genomic DNA which are exposed to interacting molecules ([@gks424-B36]). Previous research has found that active retrotransposons, such as L1 tend to be newly integrated at open chromatin regions ([@gks424-B37]).

By crosschecking NUMT insertion sites with open chromatin regions defined by DNase-seq and FAIRE-seq, we found that NUMTs also correlate with open chromatin regions, as measured in most cell lines (binomial test, *P*-value ≪0.05, [Figure 2](#gks424-F2){ref-type="fig"}C and D). In particular, NUMT insertion sites strongly correlate with open chromatin measured in the germ cell lines H9ES by DNase-seq, and H1-hESC by FAIRE-seq (*P*-value ∼1.3 × 10^−25^), for which the coverage of NUMT flanks within 10 bp of FAIRE-seq boundaries was 4.75%, seven times the genome-wide average of 0.647%.

### Correlation of open chromatin data with other NUMT insertion site features

We investigated the co-occurrence of retrotransposons and open chromatin regions at NUMT insertion sites. As defined by FAIRE-seq, we observed some co-occurrence between open chromatin regions and retrotransposons at NUMT sites (the *P*-value for H1-hESC was 0.047, by Fisher\'s exact test). On the other hand, DNase hypersensitive sites did not tend to co-occur with retrotransposons at NUMT insertion sites (the *P*-value for H1-hESC was 0.79). The correlation between retrotransopons and NUMTs might be slightly higher for those in open chromatin, but is clear for both types of NUMTs ([Supplementary Figure S9](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr424/DC1), FAIRE-seq data).

We also investigated the relationship between predicted DNA bendability (or curvature) and open chromatin. To do this we used the random sample of genomic sites, constrained to have a similar distribution of bendability (or curvature) scores as NUMT insertion sites, described in 'Materials and Methods' section. For the entire NUMT set, no significant correlation was found with either the FAIRE-seq or DNase-seq data. However, when considering only the most recent age (f) NUMTs, a strong correlation between high bendability and open chromatin was observed (binomial test; *P*-values: FAIRE-seq ∼3.0 × 10^−10^ and DNase-seq ∼1.8 × 10^−12^). Indeed the mean value of bendability scores for the age (f) FAIRE^−^ NUMTs (5.68±0.25) was only somewhat elevated over the genomic background 4.84±0.54, while that for age (f) FAIRE^+^ NUMTs was highly elevated (7.73±0.30). Curvature also correlated positively with age (f) NUMTs, but only weakly (*P*-values: FAIRE-seq ∼0.028 and DNase-seq ∼0.040).

Finally, we investigated the correlation between the frequency of A+T rich oligomers and open chromatin properties in NUMT flanks. We calculated the statistical over-representation of oligomers in 10 bp NUMT flanks in open versus other chromatin regions, using the H1-hESC FAIRE-seq data. Similar oligomers were over-represented in both types of NUMTs, but the level of over-representation was stronger (especially for `TTT`) in open chromatin regions ([Supplementary Table S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr424/DC1)).

### NUMTs do not cluster together

We checked whether NUMTs form clusters or exhibit insertion hotspots on specific chromosomes in human, rhesus monkey, mouse and rat. But no chromosome was significantly enriched (Fisher\'s exact test, *P*-value ∼0.64) nor were any hotspots evident in statistical tests (KS test, *P*-value∼0.54) nor upon visual inspection ([Supplementary Figure S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr424/DC1)).

### Features showing no strong correlation to NUMTs

*Chromosomal fragile sites*. Chromosomal fragile sites are believed to produced breaks and gaps, due to replication delay in those regions ([@gks424-B38; @gks424-B39; @gks424-B40]). However we found that human NUMTs are not significantly enriched in FSs (binomial test, *P*-value ∼0.67). In this analysis, we used the chromosome bands (e.g. 10q23.3 and Xp22.31) of FSs listed in the review of Schwartz *et al.* ([@gks424-B41]) by converting the band information to the genome positions based on information found in the annotation file 'cytoBand' from the UCSC web site ([@gks424-B42]).*Long genes*. DSBs can be produced by transcription associated recombination ([@gks424-B43]). One might speculate that the probability of DSBs may be higher in long genes due to transcriptional pausing ([@gks424-B38]). To investigate whether NUMTs preferentially insert into long genes, we computed the length distribution of genes found within 100 bp of NUMTs. However, we found no such correlation in our dataset (binomial test, *P*-value ∼0.78).*CpG islands*. We checked whether human NUMTs tend to be embedded within CpG islands as defined by the 'cpgIslandExt' track in the UCSC Genome Browser. However, only 1 NUMT out of 610 non-duplicated NUMTs was contained in a CpG island, which is not significantly different than expected by chance (KS test, *P*-value ∼0.26).

The D-loop region seldom produces NUMTs
---------------------------------------

By crosschecking NUMT positions and their source mtDNA positions, we estimated the distribution of source mtDNA corresponding to human NUMTs. We found that the mitochondrial promoter region and its peripheral domains (600 bp--1120 bp from the D-loop start point) in the D-loop have seldom been transferred in human or rhesus monkey ([Figure 3](#gks424-F3){ref-type="fig"}A). However, this trend is less clear for mouse and rat NUMTs, perhaps simply due to the small number and overall length of the rodent NUMTs. Figure 3.The mitochondrial D-loop region tends not to form NUMTs. (**A**--**D**): Histograms of NUMT frequencies. The horizontal axis indicates position in the mitochondrial genome and the vertical axis the number of NUMTs whose inferred source mtDNA overlaps at each position. Note that human mtDNA is circular, so the right edge of plots A--C are conceptually joined to the left edge. **A** the distribution in several species. The vertically shaded region denotes the D-loop region, with the portion under-represented in NUMTs highlighted in a darker shade. (B) Superimposes the binding positions of several mtDNA binding proteins. (C) The distribution of human NUMTs inserted in different ages. The region under-represented in NUMTs is indicated with a bar. (D) A close-up of the NUMT depleted D-loop region (LSP, light strand promoter, HSP, heavy strand promoter, CSB, conserved sequence block, TF, TFAM binding region, OH, heavy strand replication origin and 7S DNA, displacement loop). The arrows represent direction of transcription from LSP and HSP1. The pink histogram-like bars show a rough estimate of local NUMT detection hardness due to sequence divergence---the number of unique characters (base or gap) in a multiple alignment of the mtDNA of each organism used in this study, averaged over a window of four positions.

We further investigated whether under-representation of D-loop region-derived NUMTs holds for NUMTs of all ages. As shown in [Figure 3](#gks424-F3){ref-type="fig"}C and D; the scarcity of NUMTs from the D-loop region is striking in NUMTs from age (a) (inserted after humans diverged from mice and before divergence from rhesus monkeys). It also appears that D-loop NUMTs may be under-represented in older (o) age and younger (b--f) age NUMTs as well, although this is not as clear. We note that there are many more NUMTs from age (a) than the other ages, which may contribute to the clear trends observed for that age.

Validation and estimation of detection limits
---------------------------------------------

### Age estimation verification

The phylogenetic age estimation procedure yielded highly significant (≤ 0.001) bootstrap *P*-values in all cases and we confirmed that the addition of the NUMT sequence never produced an inferred tree topology which contradicts known phylogeny (e.g. with human mtDNA placed closer to gorilla mtDNA than chimpanzee mtDNA) for the mtDNA. However, a small fraction of NUMTs were placed off of the line to human mtDNA; in which case we treated them as coming from before the closest split in the tree leading to the human mtDNA. For example, 12 of the 138 human NUMTs we consider as age (o) were actually placed on the mouse side of the split between human and mouse. The number of human NUMTs identified for each age is listed in the [Supplementary Material (Table S3)](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr424/DC1).

To validate our age estimation procedure, we checked the ages of all NUMTs inferred to have inserted after the split between humans and rhesus monkeys (age b--f), by manually inspecting the UCSC provided genome alignment of the human genome with the closest genome not expected to contain the NUMT (for example NUMTs of age (c) should be found in the human, chimpanzee, gorilla and orangutan genomes, but not in the gibbon or rhesus genomes). Of the 120 NUMTs in age (b--f), we found 108 NUMTs to be present or absent in exactly the genomes predicted, 12 NUMTs showed unexpected results, for example present in human, chimpanzee and orangutan, but missing in the gorilla genome---which may indicate a gorilla-specific deletion of the NUMT or possible errors in the nuclear genomes or their alignment. No cases were observed for which the most parsimonious explanation is a simple mistake in age estimation, e.g. a NUMT estimated at age (c) that is found in the gibbon genome. Unfortunately, the squirrel monkey nuclear genome is not completely finished, and human and mouse are sufficiently evolutionarily distant to cause considerable uncertainty in the alignment of neutrally evolving sequences ([@gks424-B44]). Therefore, we did not extend this manual inspection to age (a) NUMTs.

To augment validation by manual inspection, we computed the average identity of matches to the mtDNA for each age. As expected, the average identity decreased with increasing age: f, 97.2±5.9; e, 94.4±5.2; d, 90.2±7.3; c, 86.7±6.5; b, 82.6±8.9; a, 77.4±6.5 o, 74.1±7.9).

### NUMT detection limits

As described in 'Materials and Methods' section, we performed a simulation to estimate the detection limit of short, old NUMTs; in which we blanked out all but randomly chosen fixed length segments of NUMTs and checked if they could still be found. For the estimated age (a) NUMTs, we found that a 50 bp length segment was sufficient for detection in all of 10000 trials.

We also performed a separate simulation, designed to provide a lower bound on our ability to detect NUMTs derived from the D-loop of the mitochondrial genome. As detailed in Materials and Methods, our test involved randomly chosen segments of the mouse D-loop mtDNA region, randomly planted into the human nuclear genome. Our search procedure was able to detect all fragments of length 200 bp or more, 94/100 of length 150 and 86/100 of length 100. Since the D-loop evolves faster than other mtDNA regions and also faster than neutrally evolving nuclear DNA ([@gks424-B45]), 86% can serve as a conservative estimate of our ability to detect NUMTs of length 100 bp, inserted after the common ancestor of human and mouse.

NUMTs were inserted after their neighboring retrotransposons
------------------------------------------------------------

While performing manual inspection for the age (b--f) NUMTs, we also checked whether any retrotransposons found in their flanks in humans appeared to predate the insertion of the NUMT. Of the 103 age (b--f) non-duplicated NUMTs with retrotransposons in their 500 bp flanks, the retrotransposon appeared before the NUMT in 93 cases, and at the 'same time' (e.g. both the NUMT and the retrotransposon first appear in the orangutan genome) in 10 cases. No cases were found in which the NUMT appeared before the retrotransposon.

Phylogenetically younger NUMTs showed stronger correlation with open chromatin regions
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We computed the proportion of NUMT flanks near open chromatin regions, as measured by DNase-seq and FAIRE-seq separately for NUMTs of each age. This analysis revealed that NUMTs of the youngest age show a much stronger correlation than older NUMTs ([Supplementary Figure S5 and S6](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr424/DC1)).

DISCUSSION
==========

Why our results differ from previous work
-----------------------------------------

Despite the fact that several computational studies have investigated the features of human NUMTs ([@gks424-B6],[@gks424-B8],[@gks424-B9],[@gks424-B46]), we present novel findings: over-representation of A+T oligomers and open chromatin, and high predicted DNA curvature and bendability at NUMT insertion flanks, and a new conclusion regarding the under-representation of D-loop mtDNA in NUMTs. Indeed, our results contradict the conclusions of some previous work (e.g. the over-representation of transposable elements in NUMT flanks) ([@gks424-B3],[@gks424-B7],[@gks424-B18]). In this section, we discuss the reasons for this.

### Why we found more NUMTs

Our NUMT dataset covers 632 kb, which is larger than the 400--500 kb reported in previous studies ([@gks424-B6],[@gks424-B21]). This difference can be explained by the use of the BLAST default alignment scoring parameters, which in our hands produces a NUMT dataset of 486 kb. The default BLAST scoring scheme, which penalizes mismatches very severely, is optimal for alignments with 99% identity. It is therefore is only well suited for the detection of very recently created NUMTs. Note that inappropriately strict scoring parameters not only increase the risk of missing NUMTs, they also tend to produce excessively short alignments ([@gks424-B47]), leading to false 'NUMT flanks' which are in fact part of the NUMT.

### Why we found retrotransposons enriched in NUMT flanks

In an otherwise careful and informative study, Jensen-Seaman *et al.* concluded that retrotransposons are 'under'-represented in NUMT flanks, which directly contradicts our results. The reason why they concluded that retrotransposons are under-represented seems to be due to an unfortunate artifact in the way they computed retrotransposon density. As in our study, they used `RepeatMasker`-based information to identify retrotransposon sequences, but they did this by applying `RepeatMasker` to non-overlapping 100bp windows, starting at each NUMT flank---conditions under which `RepeatMasker` will often miss retrotransposons which straddle the window boundaries. On the other hand, we used the `rmsk` track from the UCSC web site which includes retrotransposons as identified by `RepeatMasker`. As shown in [Supplementary Figure S7A](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr424/DC1), using the `rmsk` track, retrotransposons are-found to be roughly equally enriched in the human-specific dataset of NUMTs from Jensen-Seaman *et al.* ([@gks424-B18]) as in our general human NUMT dataset. As shown in [Supplementary Figure S8](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr424/DC1), we also obtain a similar curve when running `RepeatMasker` ourselves on concatenated NUMT flanks (approximating the nuclear sequence present before the NUMT was inserted).

To further assure ourselves that our result is not due to some mistake in our NUMT flank retrotransposons density computation method, we artificially generated a dataset of randomly inserting 'NUMTs' (see 'Materials and Methods') and computed their NUMT flank density. As expected, the retrotransposon density of these simulated NUMTs was equal to the genomic background at all distances from the NUMTs (results not shown).

Gherman *et al.* ([@gks424-B3]) also reported retrotransposons to be under-represented in NUMTs flanks. However, they suggest this may be due under-estimating the length of NUMTs, so that the perceived 'NUMT flanks' are in fact often part of the NUMT itself. This is consistent with our concern that the default BLAST scoring parameters will tend to underestimate the length of most NUMTs.

### Why we found NUMT flanks are A+T oligomer rich

Several *in silico* studies on human NUMTs have been conducted to date ([@gks424-B7],[@gks424-B18],[@gks424-B21]), but none of them mention the over-representation of A+T rich oligonucleotides immediately flanking NUMT insertion sites.

To see whether this is due to different datasets. we evaluated flanking oligomers of NUMT sets produced by Jensen-Seaman *et al.* ([@gks424-B18]) and Hazkani-Covo *et al.* ([@gks424-B7]) and found that the NUMT flanks also showed an enrichment of A+T rich oligomers; Jensen-Seaman *et al.*: `TAA`, `ATGC`, `CTTGA` and `CAAAAA`, with P-values of 0.0033, 0.0015, 0.00033 and 0.00017, Hazkani *et al.*: `ATA`, `AATA`, `ATTAT` and `ATATGG`, with *P*-values of 0.0068, 0.00013, 0.00004 and 0.000018, respectively. The consensus oligomer recognized by L1-EN (`TTTTAA`) was also significantly enriched (Jensen-Seaman *et al.*: *p*∼0.0066, Hazkani *et al.*: *p*∼0.00475). So the enrichment of A+T rich oligomers also generally holds for their datasets. Their *P*-values are not as significant as ours but this is probably explainable by the smaller sample size, as those authors only analyzed NUMTs created after the split between humans and chimpanzees.

### Why we found the D-loop region under-represented

Most previous studies have concluded that 'randomly chosen' mtDNA are copied as NUMTs ([@gks424-B7],[@gks424-B19],[@gks424-B20]). Differences in NUMT detection protocols may explain why we noticed the D-loop under-representation ([Supplementary Figure S7B](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr424/DC1)). We used a careful NUMT detection protocol designed to identify non-duplicated NUMTs as accurately as possible (see [Supplementary Text and Figure S10](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr424/DC1)). Interestingly, the only other study to identify the paucity of D-loop-derived NUMTs was Mourier *et al.* ([@gks424-B19]) who used the DBA program ([@gks424-B48]) to post-process BLAST hits by co-linear alignment merging.

### D-loop-derived NUMTs are also rare in the gorilla genome

In the introduction to their article, Jensen-Seaman *et al.* ([@gks424-B18]) mention that 'Within the great apes, it has been suggested that the frequency of NUMTs is increased in gorillas, although these observations are limited to the mitochondria D-loop', citing PCR-based work ([@gks424-B49; @gks424-B50; @gks424-B51]), performed before the gorilla genome was available. With this in mind, we examined the mtDNA source location of gorilla NUMTs, but found that the under-representation of D-loop-derived NUMTs is equally apparent in gorilla as in human ([Supplementary Figure S11](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr424/DC1)). Note that in general, we detected somewhat fewer gorilla NUMTs, but this may be due to the fact that the gorilla reference genome is less complete than the human one.

The large number of primate NUMTs may relate to retrotransposon activity?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

NUMTs have been identified in many eukaryotes, but their numbers differ widely---with some species possessing several hundred detectable NUMTs, but others fewer than 10 ([@gks424-B4],[@gks424-B46]). It has been suggested that this variation in NUMTs frequency arises from different mtDNA copy number and length between species, but exceptions exist ([@gks424-B4]).

We suggest that the activity of retrotransposons in recent evolutionary history may be related to frequent NUMT creation. The number of detectable NUMT insertion events is much higher in human (610) and rhesus monkey (667) than in mouse (158). We speculate this may reflect the burst of SINE, especially *Alu*, activity which occurred during primate evolution (\>40 million years ago: after the divergence of early primates from their common ancestor with mouse) ([@gks424-B52],[@gks424-B53]); while the activity of retrotransposons in the mouse line has been relatively constant (for example, see Figure 18 in ([@gks424-B54])). However, further support for this hypothesis will require analyses involving more species. An alternative hypothesis is that the difference in NUMT frequency could relate to a difference in DSB repair in the human versus mouse line of evolution; in which light, the observation that human nuclear extract has a much higher DSB binding activity than that of mouse is intriguing ([@gks424-B55]).

### Causes behind the contemporaneous expansion of retrotransposons and NUMTs

Interestingly, the coincidence in evolutionary timing of the expansion of retrotransposons and NUMTs has been discussed at length by Gherman *et al.* ([@gks424-B3]), who use that observation to argue that this expansion is due to a population bottleneck, as opposed to retrotransposition activity as hypothesized by Liu *et al.* ([@gks424-B56]). Specifically, Gherman *et al.* ([@gks424-B3]) assume that the insertion of retrotransposons and NUMTs is unrelated, and therefore that the coincidence in the timing of their expansion is most easily explained by population size effects. Note however that their NUMT definition methodology was unable to detect the strong over-representation of retrotransposons near NUMTs reported here.

Unfortunately, a complete resolution of the question of whether the rapid expansion of retrotransposons was due to increased retrotransposition activity, or a population bottleneck, or both is beyond the scope of our results. However, the strong over-representation of retrotransposons near NUMTs is suggestive of some connection between retrotransposons and NUMT insertion, which weakens the argument of Gherman *et al.* ([@gks424-B3]) for an exclusive role of population size. Indeed, we are tempted to speculate that an increased activity of L1-EN may have played a role in the expansion of both retrotransposons and NUMTs.

Mitochondrial D-loop under-represented
--------------------------------------

Unlike most previous studies ([@gks424-B7],[@gks424-B20]), Mourier *et al.* ([@gks424-B19]) observed that the D-loop region is under-represented in detectable human NUMTs. However, they suggested that fact simply reflects the difficulty in detecting NUMTs originating in this quickly evolving part of the mitochondrial genome ([@gks424-B19]). It is indeed true that, except for a few small conserved blocks ([@gks424-B57]), the D-loop evolves relatively quickly ([@gks424-B45],[@gks424-B58]). Thus, we concede that the difficulty of detecting older D-loop-derived NUMTs may contribute to their under-representation in NUMT datasets.

However, if detection problems were the only cause, we would only expect to see under-representation of the D-loop in NUMTs old enough to be make detection difficult. In contrast, we find that D-loop-derived NUMTs are strongly under-represented in human NUMTs of inferred age (a) ([Figure 3](#gks424-F3){ref-type="fig"}C), which is not the oldest age. Moreover, our validation experiments (See Materials and Methods) demonstrate that we are able to reliably detect age (a) NUMTs of length ≥100 bp. As shown by the purple curve in [Figure 3](#gks424-F3){ref-type="fig"}C, the under-representation of D-loop-derived NUMTs is clearly evident even when NUMTs shorter than 100 bp are removed from the analysis.

### Why is the D-loop under-represented?

As shown in [Figure 3](#gks424-F3){ref-type="fig"}D, the mtDNA contains two distinct under-represented regions, one of just over 500 bp including the light and heavy strand promoters and one of about 300 bp, separated by a band of high NUMT frequency, also around 300 bp long, roughly centered on the 7S DNA region. The clear shape and the control features in this region seem suggestive, but unfortunately we were unable to come up with a well-supported explanation of the NUMT under-representation.

Our best guess is that perhaps TFAM binds these regions and this somehow prevents the region from forming NUMTs. The structure of TFAM affords both specific and non-specific DNA binding ([@gks424-B59]). On the one hand, TFAM is a highly abundant nucleoid protein covering most or all of the mtDNA ([@gks424-B60]). However, it can also bind DNA specifically with nano molar affinity ([@gks424-B61]), with known bindings sites just upstream of the light-and heavy-strand promoters ([@gks424-B61]) and near conserved sequence block 2 ([@gks424-B62]). One might expect that as TFAM drops in concentration as mtDNA leaves mitochondria, TFAM would tend to remain bound to its specific binding sites even after most of the mtDNA becomes unoccupied. Moreover, the non-specific binding mode of TFAM is cooperative *in vitro* ([@gks424-B63]) so it is plausible that mtDNA adjacent to specific TFAM binding sites might also tend to remain occupied. Interestingly, TFAM has been reported to be found in the nucleus in human ([@gks424-B64],[@gks424-B65]) and rat ([@gks424-B66]) cancer-derived cells and in mouse testis ([@gks424-B67]).

Although our best guess, this scenario faces two difficulties in explaining our results. First, the left-hand valley in [Figure 3](#gks424-F3){ref-type="fig"}D needs to be explained. Interestingly, the length and spacing of the observed valleys are consistent with the DNA loop structures observed at low TFAM concentration *in vitro* ([@gks424-B63]), so in principle the two could be bound together by TFAM. Even so, one must postulate that TFAM also has an unreported, relatively high affinity site in the left-hand valley. This is not clearly supported by methylation studies ([@gks424-B68]), although part of the left-hand valley is outside of the region measured in that study. A recent mtDNA genome-wide DNase I protection assay ([@gks424-B69]) shows some sign of protective protein binding in each valley, but this non-TFAM-specific assay shows protection in many areas of the mtDNA. The second difficulty is to account for the sharp transitions seen at the ends of the valleys, which seems to require more than just cooperative binding of TFAM to explain. The placement of the sharpest transition directly after HSP1 seems suggestive but could also be coincidental.

Other theoretically possible explanations of the paucity of NUMTs derived from particular mtDNA regions include: (i) proteins other than TFAM protect those regions, (ii) those regions are preferentially degraded and (iii) they are strongly negatively selected against in the nuclear genome. Unfortunately, without a better understanding of the state of the mitochondria under conditions leading to germ-line NUMT creation, all hypotheses will remain speculative.

Retrotransposons seldom straddle NUMTs
--------------------------------------

As noted in the 'Results' section, out of 557 non-duplicated NUMTs within 1000 bp of a retrotransposon, only 10 were found within retrotransposons. Considering that *Alu*\'s are ∼300 bp and LINE\'s can be much longer, with random insertion in the vicinity of retrotransposons, the random expectation should be that around 13% (300/2300) of NUMTs within 1000 bp of a retrotransposon should fall within the retrotransposon. With this rough estimate, the *P*-value of only finding 10 or less out of 557 is around 10^−21^ (binomial test). Since `RepeatMasker` masks ∼40% of the genome, NUMTs within retrotransposons are also under-represented relative to random insertion into any position in the genome.

This under-representation of NUMT straddling retrotransposons is consistent with the conclusions of Mishmar *et al.* ([@gks424-B9]). However, to be careful, we considered the possibility that it is an artifact of retrotransposon identification by `RepeatMasker;` being concerned that perhaps the insertion of a NUMT would sometimes cause `RepeatMasker` to miss one side of the divided retrotransposon. Therefore, we ran `RepeatMasker` after artificially splicing out the NUMT (i.e. on a reconstructed approximation of the sequence present before the NUMT was inserted), to see if more retrotransposons would be found straddling the insertion point. However, the results of this test were identical to using the UCSC web site retrotransposon track --- only 10 retrotransposons straddled the insertion point.

Retrotransposons do not noticeably tend to insert near NUMTs
------------------------------------------------------------

Of the 103 age b--f NUMTs with retrotransposons in one of their 500 bp flanks, comparative analysis shows that in 93 cases the retrotransposon was there first, while 10 cases are indeterminate and in no cases did the retrotransposon clearly insert in or near an existing NUMT. However, this lack of recent retrotransposons inserting into existing NUMTs is not necessarily surprising, due to the slow rate of retrotransposon expansion in recent evolution (corresponding to ages b--f in this study) ([@gks424-B52]) and the small number of NUMTs. According to Repbase ([@gks424-B70]), the number of age b--f retrotransposons is roughly 10 000, so for random insertion, the expected number of insertions within 500 bp of our 610 NUMTs is only about 0.002. Thus, the lack of recent retrotransposons insertions into NUMTs is not surprising.

Summary of the characteristics of mammalian NUMT insertion sites
----------------------------------------------------------------

To facilitate the discussion, it is useful to list these observations:NUMTs tend to insert near retrotransposons, but with no preference for the orientation of the retrotransposon.NUMTs tend not to insert inside retrotransposons.NUMTs tend to insert in regions with high local DNA curvature and/or bendability.NUMTs tend to insert in regions with high A+T rich oligomers, especially `TAT`.NUMTs tend to insert into open chromatin regions.

Observation 1 tempts us to hypothesize that L1-EN is involved. Retrotransposon-encoded endonucleases are known to create breaks in regions which contain A+T rich oligomers such as `TTTTAA` ([@gks424-B71; @gks424-B72; @gks424-B73]). Moreover, LINE-encoded endonuclease expression has been shown to create numerous DSBs in human HeLa, MCF7 and mouse HIH 3T3 cells ([@gks424-B74]).

This hypothesis is weakened by the fact that in recent NUMT insertion sites reconstructed by multiple alignment of the human, chimpanzee and gorilla genomes ([@gks424-B18]), the L1-EN consensus sequence `TTTTAA` is not frequently seen; even though it is consistently observed in the insertion sites of disease causing (therefore recent) L1-EN-dependent retrotransposons ([@gks424-B75]).

However, on the basis of structural considerations and retrotransposition assays, it has been suggested that target DNA bending, rather than the consensus sequence, may be the main determinant of L1-endonuclease recognition ([@gks424-B72],[@gks424-B76]). We might imagine that the initial DNA nicking by L1-EN is largely determined by DNA bending or curvature and many NUMT creation events involve the resulting DSBs; while downstream steps of L1 formation (e.g. initiation of reverse transcription) are what cause the apparent strong preference for the `TTTTAA` consensus.

For discussion, we note that Observation 2 may conceivably be explained in terms of Observations 3--5. If the high predicted DNA curvature and abundance of A+T rich oligomers reflect some requirement for local DNA structure that *Alu*\'s and LINE\'s lack, then they may be less likely to form DSBs which lead to NUMT insertion. However, this is speculation for which we did not find corroborating evidence. Retrotransposons do contain A+T rich oligomers and regions of high predicted DNA curvature, and the presence of retrotransposons in NUMT flanks does not highly correlate with the DNA curvature or presence of A+T oligomers (results not shown).

Regarding Observation 3, DNA bendability or flexibility is an important factor in the recognition or action of some proteins involved in DNA cleavage (e.g. DNase I ([@gks424-B77],[@gks424-B78])) and DSB repair (e.g. Topoisomerase IIα ([@gks424-B79],[@gks424-B80]), DNA-PKcs ([@gks424-B81]), and PNKP ([@gks424-B82]), which bind to single-stranded nicks in dsDNA). Interestingly, L1-EN was found to have much higher *in vitro* nicking activity when presented with super-coiled versus relaxed DNA ([@gks424-B72]).

As reported in Materials and Methods, Observation 4 does not appear to simply be a consequence of Observation 3. Some explanations we considered for the A+T rich oligomers were: (i) they are the poly-A tails of neighboring retrotransposons, (ii) they may be related to the consensus sequence of L1-EN, (iii) they are copies of the poly-A tails from processed mtDNA transcripts, and (iv) they are related to Observation 5. The first explanation seems unlikely because retrotransposons in NUMT flanks are equally enriched in each orientation (5′ toward or away from the NUMT). The second explanation is not well supported, as oligomers containing `TAT` are more over-represented than the L1-EN consensus sequence `TTTTAA`. To test the third explanation, we mapped NUMTs to the mtDNA and compared their ends with the position of mitochondrial poly-A sites determined by high-throughput sequencing ([@gks424-B69]), but found no correspondence. The fourth explanation has some support from the increased over-represented of A+T rich oligomers in open chromatin NUMT insertion sites ([Supplementary Table S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr424/DC1)) and the moderate sequence preferences exhibited by nucleosomes ([@gks424-B83]).

Observation 5 supports accessibility as an important factor determining NUMT insertion sites, but not to the exclusion of a possible role for L1-EN. In fact, even for the most recent age (f) NUMTs (for which the chromatin context at the time of insertion should be closest to measurements on modern human cells), most NUMTs appear next to retrotransposons regardless of their observed chromatin state ([Supplementary Figure S9](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr424/DC1)). Interestingly, open chromatin has been reported to be more susceptible to nicking by L1-EN ([@gks424-B37]). The observation that repair of DSBs is less efficient and uses different pathways in heterochromatin versus euchromatin ([@gks424-B84],[@gks424-B85]) may also be relevant.

We suspect that Observation 5 may partially explain the high predicted DNA bendability, but not curvature, observed at inferred NUMT insertion sites. DNA bendability is considered to be associated with open chromatin ([@gks424-B86]) and showed a strong correlation with FAIRE-seq data in age (f) NUMTs.

### NUMTs as markers of chromatin structure in the past

The correlation between open chromatin measurements and very recent NUMTs is striking, but drops precipitously for NUMTs older than the split of humans and chimpanzee. Our interpretation of this is that open chromatin regions are poorly conserved around the regions of the genome (e.g. intergenic) in which we observed NUMTs, and thus for older NUMTs, the FAIRE-seq and DNase-seq data measurements on human cells are a poor indication of the environment at the time of their insertion.

What effect might selection have on our results?
------------------------------------------------

The set of NUMTs we observe in the human genome is not a random sample of NUMT insertion events, because NUMT insertions which are significantly deleterious are unlikely to become fixed in the population. However, we expect this effect is unlikely to qualitatively affect the conclusions we draw regarding features which correlate with NUMT insertion sites---to do so, deleterious NUMTs would need to: (i) constitute a significant fraction of all NUMT insertion events, and (ii) exhibit anti-correlation with the features we observe, so that when taken together the correlations cancel each other out. We doubt condition (i) holds, but rather believe that most of the human genome can accept NUMT insertions without deleterious effects. This belief is consistent with recent estimates that only around 10--15% of the human genome is 'functional' ([@gks424-B87]) and also hinted at by the large number of new *Alu* and repetitive elements accepted in human evolution ([@gks424-B52]). Moreover, condition (ii) seems unlikely for the NUMT insertion site features we listed. First of all, it is hard to image why a lack of A+T rich oligomers, or lack of high DNA bendability would correlate strongly with sites under selection pressure. While for open chromatin regions, our intuition is that if there is a correlation with selection pressure, it is likely to be 'positive'. Regarding retrotransposons, it does seem plausible that functional sites might be less likely to border retrotransposons; and perhaps even show a correlation over distance similar in shape to the inverse of that seen [Figure 1](#gks424-F1){ref-type="fig"}A. However, for the magnitude of this effect to explain the observed fraction of retrotransposons found near extant NUMTs (peak at ∼0.8 versus a genome average of ∼0.4), a large fraction of the genome would have to be under strong selection.

### Related observations in the yeast literature

Lenglez *et al.* ([@gks424-B10]) found that *Schizosaccharomyces pombe* NUMTs tend to be inserted immediately next to ORIs, and hypothesized that this is due to delay of replication at ORIs ([@gks424-B10]). On the other hand, ORIs tend to contain A+T rich oligomers ([@gks424-B88],[@gks424-B89]) and Behrens *et al.* ([@gks424-B90]) noted that the yeast transposon Tf1 (transposon of fission yeast 1) is densely packed next to replication origins. Thus, although based on circumstantial evidence, we are tempted to speculate that retrotransposons might play a role in NUMT insertion in yeast as well as mammals.

Relevance beyond NUMTs?
-----------------------

Hazkani-Covo *et al.* ([@gks424-B7]) reconstructed the approximate pre-insertion sequence of 37 human-specific NUMTs by multiply aligning them with their flanks to human mtDNA and the chimpanzee nuclear genome. They observed that deletion of nuclear DNA did not occur in 54% of those events, in contrast to a nearly 100% rate observed in two experimental systems using V(D)J ([@gks424-B91],[@gks424-B92]) and I-SceI-induced DSBs ([@gks424-B93]--[@gks424-B96]). In light of this, they hypothesized that NUMTs serve as filler DNA which mitigates the tendency of short stretches of nuclear DNA to be lost during DSB repair.

We do not present evidence to contradict their hypothesis, but note the logical possibility that repair without deletion may not be caused by the use of filler DNA, but rather that the kind of DSBs which commonly occur in primate germ line cells may have an inherent tendency to allow repair without deletion of nuclear material. In other words, the perceived connection to NUMTs may simply be due to the fact that the DSBs which create NUMTs afford reconstructing the details of their repair. Thus, the characteristics of NUMT insertion sites observed here may reflect mammalian germ-line DSBs in general.

CONCLUSION
==========

By careful alignment methodology we have defined a highly reliable set of human NUMTs and inferred original NUMT insertion sites. Using the inferred insertion sites of non-duplicated NUMTs, we have shown conclusive evidence that retrotransposons are enriched in NUMT insertion site flanks (suggesting that NUMTs preferentially insert near them) and that A+T rich oligomers and regions of open chromatin and high local DNA curvature are enriched in the immediate vicinity (10 bp) of NUMT insertion sites. Finally, we show that the mitochondrial D-loop region has been under-represented in primate NUMT insertion events.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
==================

[Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr424/DC1) are available at NAR Online: Supplementary Tables 1--3, Supplementary Figures 1--12 and Supplementary References \[4,18,19\].
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[^1]: The statistical enrichment (by binomial test) of the presence of various oligomers of length 3--6 in the 10 bp flanks of NUMTs is shown for four species. For each length, the most significant oligomer for each species is shown in bold, and underlined if it is the overall most significant for that species.
